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From Wiki to Knowledge Base
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“No bones broken, by the feel of things,” said Rincewind. He was breathing heavily. Bravd winked at the Weasel and went to investigate the shape that they assumed was a pack animal.
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Mention Distribution

corpus/28_the_amazing_maurice_and_hi.txt

Additives
Bad Blintz
Big Savings
Dangerous Beans
Darkfan
Death
Doppelpunkt
Hampork
Jenkins
Keith The Piper
Malice Grim
Maurice
Nourishing
Peaches
Piper
Sardines
Sisters Grim
Clusters
Networks
An Strange Thought

Surely it is possible to create a proper GIS map of Discworld...
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Discworld Maps
Discworld Maps
Ankh-Morpork is the largest city on the Disc with about a million inhabitants. The city lies on the river Ankh, which resembles solid ground more than it does water.
Discworld Maps
Computers can be as much an artistic tool as they are a means of analysis. There are standard investigative methods that can be used across problem spaces, but considering the unique characteristics of individual collections can open doors to unique experiences.
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